Providing
Tailored EV
Charging
Solutions
Challenges & Opportunities
Electric Fleets can work
very effectively for more
businesses than realise it.
It is important to consider
the vehicles, which should
be replaced; particularly
how suitable electric
vehicles are for the
required use case.
A further very important
consideration is where and
when you will refuel your
fleet.
Incomplete planning can
create difficulties, however
a well thought out strategy
can enable significant
savings and establish a
truly green fleet.
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EV Charging Solutions

The topic of electric
vehicles is one, which has
gained momentum. While
previously companies
considered Electric
Vehicles as a way of
waving a green flag, now
they are becoming viable
in many use cases.
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EV charging, if specified incorrectly has potential to be the “can of
worms” that you wished, had never been opened. However done
right, it can be a very positive experience for all concerned. Unlike many
appliances, there is a lot to consider when specifying the most suitable EV
charging equipment. Our focus is the solution not the product. Eninserv will get
it right for you!

What we can
offer!
Charging Hardware
The choice of charging
hardware should be
determined by the way it
is to be used. Neither the
cheapest, nor the most
powerful charger is
necessarily the best.
In order to avoid stranded
assets and maximise
usage and payback, we
consider how charging
infrastructure will be used
as well as future vehicle
requirements.
Optimisation is key!

Back Office and Payments
Some of the questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What type of Premises do
you operate?
Who will use the charge
points?
Do you want to charge for
the energy used?
Who is authorised to use
the charge points?
Can any vehicle use the
equipment installed?
What happens when more
points are required?

Not all installations require
connection to a back office
system. However where
either reporting or revenue is
concerned, it is key. Eninserv
listen to our client needs and
we advise on the best ways
to achieve your goals.
Whether you just require
reporting of usage and
authentication control or you
want to see a return on
investment, we can offer a
solution that fits.

